Meeting chaired by Polly Beals, LEPC Director

Deb Weiss nominated for LEPC chair by A. Marsoobian and seconded by W. O’Brien. Ms. Weiss elected by unanimous vote of all voting members.

Suggestions: Develop by-laws and update LEPC website. Kim Laing volunteered to update website with respect to approved LEPC courses.

Course Equivalency Project:

Brief review: equivalency update at request of Interim Provost Kennedy. Focused on CSU schools and 4 community colleges. Looked at Tech Fluency and all Tier 2 courses. Used current courses only. Checked transfer bank courses and CSU common course number listings.

Tier 3 Form Draft

Form has been prepared and requires input from LEPC and vote.

Critical Thinking Report:

Workshop held summer 2011. No uniform assessment for CT courses for fall except CT key elements. Copies of student CT essays will be collected. An online instrument could be used if enough faculty would adopt a common text.

Technical Fluency Report:

Course assessment rubric worksheet developed for CSC 200 and shared with faculty offering Tech Fluency courses. Departments will develop their own performance criteria with an eye to using these as a basis for a common rubric.